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By June 1978, the research activities of the several ARPA con-

tractors in the Network Speech Compression (NSC) program had
reached a stage of success in LPC algorithm development which
merited consideration of hardware economy and efficiency. To

this end, ARPA funded an effort at CHI to design an array pro-
cessor particularly well suited to perform the important steps

of the family of LPC algorithms, and at the same time, be amen-

able to LSI implementation.

In J. Makhoul's paper "Stable and Efficient Lattice Methods for

Linear Prediction", the best known methods of LPC analysis are
brought together in a common framework. We chose this as our
principal reference, partly because of its clarity, but mostly
because it reveals a wide range of computational complexities

engaged in the LPC techniques. For the requirements of the LPC
algorithms, we determined that by providing an exact double
precision dot product of vectors of up to 256 coordinates, and
providing upper and lower bound sizing hardware, signals of

12-bit dynamic range can successfully be processed by LPC
analysis and synthesis, using a 12-bit data element.

Our efforts to provide an architecture which would be effi-
cient, yet economical, in implementing the methods discussed in
Makhoul's paper led to the LPC Array Processor (LPCAP). Two
prototype LPCAPs were built and delivered to SRI International.

The contract, MDA903-78-C-0313, was later expanded to extend

the design of the LPCAP to a processor which could be used as a

stand-alone LPC voice terminal, or, with a host computer, as a
research tool in LPC applications. The contract called for

delivery of five of these processors. Now, the ARPA research-
ers that may be expected to use these devices have applications
requiring greater numerical precision. As a result, we
designed a 16-bit version of the LPCAP with a more general and
less minimal framework. This processor is called the CHI-5.

This report represents the design documentation of the acousti-

cal array processor known as the CHI-5. In section 1, we give
a system description of the CHI-5. In section 2, we describe
the individual modules which comprise the CHI-5. Following sec-
tion 2 is a glossary of mnemonics used as module, instruction
field and operation names.
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FIGUIRE I. CHI-5 ARCHITECTUE
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. sYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the detailed structure of the CHI-5. Five
separate memory banks are usedt Data Left (DL) memory, Data
Right (DR) memory, Arithmetic Processor Unit (APU) X memory
(X), APU Y memory (Y), and Program (P) memory. The program
controller consists of the P memory sequencer and macro-code

decoder logic. The APU consists of a multiplier, three data
adders, four accumulator registers, two address controllers and
special logic functions for floating point scaling, and for
data decimation. The DX and DY registers are memory output
registers connecting the DL/DR busses to the X and Y busses.
Bus drivers allow 16-bit input data from an external source to
enter either DL or DR memory depending on the DA address. Out-
put data from the DL bus/DR bus is sent to an external destina-
tion. The FIFOs on the X bus are special I/O memories for the
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters used in
speech applications.

The DL and DR memories are used for data storage, for macro
program storage, for micro-code download buffering and for I/O
buffers. Each D memory module provides BK double words of RAM
and 1K or 2K of ROM.

Each X and Y array memory is a 1K word RAM. They can be
accessed simultaneously and independently by the APU. These
RAMs provide large scratch memory for the APU as well as
buffers for data to be processed. The data can be transferred
to the X/Y memories from the D memories or from the special I/O
FIFOs.

The P memory contains the executable micro-code and is imple-
mented as an BS-bit wide by 3K deep memory. 2K of this memory
is ROM and the remaining 1K is RAM. The loading of P memory
RAM is a special mode in which micro-code stored in D memory is
then transferred into the program memory RAMs for eventual exe-
cution. This mode not only allows for micro-code checkout but
also permits the CHI-5 to be reprogrammed for a variety of
users or applications.

The P memory sequencer provides the controls and addressing

capability for the microprogram memory. The sequencer performs
sequential accesses to P memory as well as conditional or
unconditional branches. This unit also provides for micro-code
subroutines with a 16 deep stack file. A loop counter is also
included in the sequencer for ease of repeating a sequence of
micro-code. Interrupt signals from I/O devices cause an
automatic branch to an interrupt routine.
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The D memory controller provides the addressing capability for

the D memories. A file of 16 D memory address registers is

provided and can be loaded or read by the CHI-5. Eight regis-
ters are used for externally-controlled I/O operations. The

remaining eight registers are used for array processor func-
tions, such as macro-instruction program counter, macro-

program stack pointer and data addressing.

The macro-code decoder logic allows data in the DL memory to be

interpreted as two micro-code address fields. The first 5-bit
field (MACI) will be used as the address in program ROM of the

first macro-instruction. The second 11-bit field (MAC2) is the
address of the body of the microprogram which implements the

macro. The decoder also recognizes certain codes that perform
special hardware functions, such as using the contents of the
DY register as the D memory address.

The 80-bit micro-code word is divided up into a number of

fields, each of which is associated with a particular set of
hardware elements. Figure 2 shows the field assignments of the
micro-code instruction word for the system. Figure 3 indicates
the micro-operations that can be performed with the CHI-5.
Explanations of the symbols used for module, field, and opera-
tion names appear in the glossary which follows section 2.

The CHI-5 contains sufficient ROM in the P memory (PH), so that
when reset, the P memory has a bootstrap program that can con-
trol the system enough to use the Host Interface to load
micro-code into the P memory RAM (PS) and begin normal execu-
tion when the Host signals the transfer is complete. In a
stand alone voice terminal application, the ROM program and
data memories contain all of the programs necessary for the
limited application. In this case, RESET starts the voice pro-
cessing algorithms and the program continues to run without
intervention by a Host.
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FIGURE 2
MICROCODE FIELD ASSIGNMENTS

(See Glossary For Field Descriptions)

FIELD Bit positions in octal
(bit e is on right)

P 117-114
TEST 113-112
R 111
RA 110
M 107-105
MULT 104-100
D 103-100
IO 103-100
HCI 102
RLD 101-100
F 77-75
FG 74
a 73-70
XB 67-65
GB 64-63
TU 62-60
XA 57-54
X 53-50
VALUE 47-30
GH 27
HA 26-25
H 24-22
XL 21
YL 20
YB 17-15
HB 14-13
VW 12-10
YA 7-4
Y 3-0

Note: The following fields overlap wholly or in part: MULT, D,
IQ, HCI, RLD.
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1._j. ARITHMETI. PROCESSING UNIT (APU)

The APU contains a multiplier with two input registers, two

auxiliary input registers and two output registers. The unit

includes three adders and four accumulators. In addition, the

APU contains logic to handle shifting, scaling, floating point
normalization, bit reversal, and test logic for two of the

adders.

1. 1. 1. MULTIPLIER

The 16-bit x 16-bit pipelined multiplier with input registers
MX and MY produces a 32-bit product stored in two registers
called ML and MR. ML (Multiply Product Left) contains the 16
most significant bits of the product; MR (Multiply Product
Right) contains the least significant 16 bits.

A multiply is initiated in each instruction in which at least
one of the multiplier input registers is loaded. The product
is available in ML and MR in the second instruction following
the one in which the multiply is initiated. The examples below
illustrate the pipelined nature of the multiplier and its tim-
ing.

Examples: Dot product of a vector of length n with itself.

Assume for all three examples that UV has been initialized to
0, and XA points to the first component of the vector.

Example 1: Assume in addition that J contains n-1.

instrl X * X "Initiate multiply X(i) * X(i)

instr2 INC XA "Update address
instr3 MLMR + UV -) UV, "Partial Sum + X(i-1)*X(i-1)

DEC J, "decrement loop counter
if J>O GOTO instrl "test: done?

The same computation can be accomplished in a two instruction

loop as follows:

Example 2: Assume n in J, MX set to 0.

instrl X * X, "Initiate X(i)*X(i)
INC XA "Update address

instr2 MLMR + U -) UV, "Partial Sum + X(i-1)*X(i-l)
DEC J, "Decrement loop counter
IF JO GOTO instrl "Test: done?
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1. The first time through the loop,
a) Instrls X(1)*X(1) is initiated, (O*initial MY)-)MLMR
b) Instra2 a + (0 * initial MY) - • -) UV;
J decremented to n-1.

These two instructions have 'filled the pipeline'.
Each additional time through the loop,
a) instri: X(i) * X(i) is initiated, and

X(i-l) * X(i-1) is latched into ML, MR.
b) instr2: X(i-1) *X(i-1) is added to the partial sum.

The last time through the loop, an irrelevant multiplication is
initiated. However, this product is not accumulated with the
others, since J will decrement to 0 and cause control to pass
out of the loop. The same computation can be performed in a
loop of a single instruction.

Example 3. Assume J contains n+l, MX initialized to 0 at least
two instructions earlier.

instrl X * X, "Initiate X(i)*X(i)

INC XA, "Update address
MLMR + UV -) UV, "X(i-2)*X(i-2) + Partial Sum
DEC J,GOTO instrl "Test: done?

The first time this instruction is executed, X(i)*X(l) is ini-
tiated and the 0 in MLMR is added to the • in UV. At the same
time, O*MY=0 is latched into MLMR. XA is updated to point to
the second component of the vector, and J is decremented to n.

The second time the instruction is executed, X(2)*X(2) is ini-
tiated, and the (2nd) 0 in MLMR is added to the 0 in UV. Dur-
ing the same system clock period, X(i)*X(1) is latched into
MLMR. XA is updated to point to the 3rd component of the vec-
tor, and J is decremented to n-1.

These two initial executions of the instruction are required to
fill the pipeline, and account for the n+l loaded into J before
the loop begins. In each succeeding execution of the instruc-
tion, a new multiply is initiated and a previous product is
accumulated. In the last two executions of the instruction,
irrelevant multiplies are initiated, but their corresponding
products are never accumulated.

There are two auxiliary input registers to the multiplier
called XL (X-latch) and YL (Y-latch). These are loaded from the
X and Y bus respectively. XL can be input to either side of
the multiplier; YL can act as input to the B-side only.

9
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If MX is loaded in an instruction, but MY is not, the value

used as the B-side multiplier in the previous multiply opera-
tion is used. A similar situation exists if MY is loaded in an
instruction, but MX is not.

The mode of a multiplication is determined by a descriptor

which indicates the nature of inputs and product. Figure 4

below shows the possible modes and their corresponding input
and product types.

FIGURE 4

MULTIPLICATION OPERAND AND PRODUCT COMBINATIONS

MODE OPERAND A OPERAND B PRODUCT

22 2' s comp. 2's comp. 32-bit 2's comp.
integer integer integer in ML, MR

P2 pos. binary 2's comp. 32-bit 2's comp.

integer integer integer in ML, MR

2P 2's comp. pos. binary 32-bit 2's comp.

integer integer integer in ML, MR

pp pos. binary pos. binary 32-bit pos. binary

integer integer integer in ML, MR

FR 2's comp. 2's comp. 16-bit 2's comp.

fraction fraction fraction, convergent
rounded in ML

I N0
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Shifting is accomplished by multiplication by a power of 2.

For example, in the operation

SHIFT (P) * MY

where P is the value on the Y-bus, the actual multiplication

performed is

2**Q * MY

where Q is the low order 4 bits of P.

This operation shifts MY left 0 places, or right 16-0 places,

depending on the interpretation of results.

1..2j. ADDERS

The CHI-5 provides three adders which can be used separately

for 16-bit inputs, or in certain combinations for 32-bit or

48-bit inputs. The carries which provide the links between

adders can be switched for single or double adder operations.

When a subtraction is performed which includes a carry from

another adder, the quantity (1-carry) is subtracted from the
minuend along with the subtrahend.

The F-adder is the most limited of the three adders, combining
ML or the sign-extension of the A-input to the G-adder with T.

(The sign-extension is 0 if the G-adder A-input is non-

negative. It is -1, each bit is 1, when the G-adder A-input is
negative). The F-adder output can be directed to either T or
U.

Both the G and H-adders can combine three of the four accumula-

tors plus zero on one side -- the B-side -- with either bus or
either multiplier output register on the other -- the A-side.

The operations performed in these adders are:

A+B, A-B, B-A, B+O

Each of these adders has an additional feature. The H-adder

can perform the logical operations OR, XOR, AND. The G-adder
can perform sums where one of the inputs is the absolute value
of the quantity, 0, on the X or Y bus.

11
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The output of the G-adder can be directed to U or V; the output

of the H-adder can be directed to V or W. In addition, an

operation can be performed in either adder and its output

stored nowhere, but the result used to control program sequenc-

ing.

When an operation requires the 'FG adder', the F and G adders

are linked, the carry-out from G (GCO) automatically being com-
bined with the operation performed in F. In a 'GH' operation,
the H carry-out (HCO) is automatically combined with the inputs
to G.

In addition, GCO can be explicitly included in F-adder opera-

tions, HCO can be explicitly included in G-adder operations and
LGCO (Last-G-Carry-Out -- the carry created by the G-adder

operation of the previous instruction) can be explicitly
included in H-adder operations. (Note: invocation of LGCO
involves the remapping of the M field of the instruction, and

conflicts with a multiplication, a D-memory operation or an IO
operat ion).

1.1.3. ACCUMULATOR REGISTERS

The four registers T, U, V, and W are used primarily as accumu-

lators in inner loops of array processes. Control of T and U is

specified in the TU field; control of V and W is determined by
the VW field.

The T register can be loaded from the F-adder or the X-bus; The

W register can be loaded from the H-adder or the Y-bus. The U
register is loaded from the F or G-adders, while the V register
is loaded from the G or H-adders.

The output of the F-adder (resp H-adder) cannot be directed

simultaneously to both the T and U registers (resp. the V and W
registers).

For each of these registers, its value at the beginning of a

system clock period can be used, and a new value stored, all
within that clock period.

] 12



i~j.4.SCALING

The SCLV operator (SCALE of V) counts, for the contents of the

V register, the number of consecutive leading bits (exclusive

of the sign bit) which match the sign bit. This data is then

gated onto the Y-bus. This operator is used, in conjunction

with the SHIFT multiplication, in floating point normalization.

Note: The contents of V are assumed to be non-negative. If the

contents of V are negative, SCLV does not produce a meaningful

result. If V is zero, SCLV is 31. If the G-adder operation in
the second preceding instruct ione caused an overf low, SCLY is
47. These special case values were designed to facilitate
floating point arithmetic, and are recognized by the SHIFT
test.

-..-. ARITHMETIC CONDITIONALS

Program sequencing can be controlled by the outcome of tests on

the results of arithmetic operations. In all such operations,
the branch is taken if the test condition is fulfilled.

The results of operations in the 6, H or GH adders can be

tested for being positive, negative, or equal to zero. Because
of timing considerations, these tests must be made in the

second instruction following the instruction in which the adder
operation occurred.

Example X + U: S "instruction I
any legal instruction "instruction 2

IF WO0 SOTO LOOP "instruction 3

If the result of the operation in instruction 1 is positive,
control transfers to the instruction labeled LOOP.

There are two arithmetical conditional tests which were

designed to facilitate micro-programming of floating point

arithmetic. These tests divide the spectrum of Y-bus values
into three sets. The tests ares

i) IF SHIFT SMALL GOTO psa

2) IF SHIFT OVFL SOTO psa

Both of these operations test the value on the Y-bus at a par-

ticular time. The first tests the Y-bus value of the previous
instruction; the second tests the value on the Y-bus during the
instruction executed just prior to the previous instruction.
Thus both tests can be performed on the same Y-bus quantity.

13
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SHIFT SMALL is true if the Y-bus value in the preceding

instruction is between -16 and +15. SHIFT OVFL is true if the
Y-bus value in the second preceding instruction is less than

-32, or bit 5 is 1. Note, 47 satisfies SHIFT OVFL and 31

satisfies neither test; both would specify a right shift of one
place, or a left shift of 15 places, if used in a shift multi-
ply.

1.1.6. BIT REVERSAL

The DCMV operator (DECIMATION OF V) provides a bit reversed

version of the contents of the V register. This reversed data
car be gated onto the X-bus.

1.2. DATA OPERATIONS AND CONTROL

1.2.1. ARRAY MEMORIES

Two random access array memories -- X and Y -- provide large

scratch memory for the arithmetic processing unit, as well as
buffers for data to be processed. These 1024 word memories are
connected, via the X and Y buses respectively, to the APU. X
can be read or written (but not both) in every system clock
period. The same holds true for Y.

The array memory address controllers -- XA and YA -- are ident-

ical. Associated with each is an auxiliary register -- XC
(resp. YC) -- to help provide the flexibility necessary for

computing along rows or columns of 2-dimensional arrays. Since
the workings of the two controllers are identical, only opera-
tions involving XA will be described.

In any operation, XA can be incremented, decremented, cleared

(set to zero) or loaded. The increment (resp. decrement) can
be 1, 2, the contents of the XC register, XC+1, XC-1, or any
quantity which can be gated onto the Y-bus. XA can be loaded,
by a direct path, from the XC register, or it can be loaded by
the value on the Y-bus.

A 32-bit wide, read-only memory -- R -- is provided to hold

commonly used constants and coefficients (e.g. roots of unity).
The R-memory is 1K long. The address -- RA -- from which table
data is to be read can be set from the Y-bus. Similarly, the
address increment -- RC -- is set using the Y-bus. RA and RC
are registers in the R-memory address controller. The opera-
tion INC RA causes the value in RA to be incremented by the

quantity in RC.

14
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Either the left or right half of the currently addressed word
of R can be gated onto the Y-bus or transferred directly to the
A-side of the multiplier. The left 16 bits are referred to as
RL (R-Left), the right 16 bits as RR (R-Right).

For each of these array memories, the address can be changed in
one instruction, and data accessed at the new address in the
next.

.- 2-MEMORY

The D memory controller is organized around the 16-bit wide by
16 deep file register, whose output is an address for D memory
access. The file element assignments are shown in Figure 5.
When the M code is 5, the D field is available for D memory
controller micro-instructions, as shown in figure 3.

The increment values in D Codes 0 to 3 are +1 for one 16-bit
word read/write and +2 for two 16-bit words read/write. This
access size is controlled by the most significant bit of the DA
index. External DMA data transfers via the D-in/D-out lines
can only be single 16-bit words. Thus, the CHI-5 can make

FIGURE 5
FILE REGISTER ASSIGNMENTS

LOCATION ACCESS ASSIGNMENT

0 CHI-5, HOST (UNASSIGNED)
I CHI-5, HOST (UNASSIGNED)
2 CHI-5, HOST LPC PARAMETER OUTPUT
3 CHI-5, HOST (UNASSIGNED)
4 CHI-5, HOST LPC PARAMETER INPUT
5 CHI-5, HOST (UNASSIGNED)
6 CHI-5, HOST (UNASSIGNED)
7 CHI-5, HOST COMMAND PORT
8 CHI-5 MACRO LEVEL STACK POINTER
9 CHI-5 MACRO INSTRUCTION PROGRAM COUNTER

10 CHI-5 (UNASSIGNED)
11 CHI-5 (UNASSIGNED)
12 CHI-5 (UNASSIGNED)
13 CHI-5 (UNASSIGNED)
14 CHI-5 (UNASSIGNED)
15 CHI-5 (UNASSIGNED)

J 15



parallel two word transfers to D memory from the XB and YB or

from D memory to the DX and DY registers. Logic in the D

memory controller uses the D address least significant bit
(DA(M) to select DL or DR memory for one word data transfers.

D codes 4 to 7 use the value on the Y bus (YB) as a 16-bit

two's complement increment. This mode allows the program to

perform scattered address data transfers with the D memories.
D Codes 8 to B (hexadecimal) allow the file register value to
be changed to point to a new buffer while transferring the last
data value in the old buffer. This accommodates the rotation
of buffers without loss of extra cycles in the process.

The "ID" micro-instructions are available for use when the M

code is 7. The 'IO' micro-instruction field operations are
shown in Figure 6. The majority of the 10 operations involve
interrupt control. Ten interrupts can be set into the S regis-
ter. All interrupts can be cleared by op code 2, or interrupts
can be individually cleared by op code 1. The interrupt to be
cleared is derived from the device register value. Interrupts 0

through 7 correspond to ports 0 thru 7 of the DR file, and are
set when a Host transfer is complete. Interrupt 8 is used by
the AID and D/A FZFOs, to indicate a "half-full" condition.
The host interrupt is used to post an interrupt in the host's
DMA controller. IOC is presently an unused I operation.
Interrupt 9 is associated with the serial interface unit.

1- - - HOST INTERFACE

The Host interface is a 16-bit parallel input and output port

that uses direct memory access (DMA) to the D memories. The
host initiates a data transfer by providing a 3-bit host

address, direction control line, data, if a host to D memory
transfer is desired, and a data transfer request. The host
address is used to read one of the first eight address regis-
ters of the 16 register file (DA file). The value in the DA
file is used as the D memory address. The DL or DR memory is
selected based on the address being even or odd, respectively.
The interface controller issues an acknowledge when the word
has been read or written. The file register is incremented by

one. The host takes the data, if it is a D memory to host
transfer, and requests the next word. When the host signals
that the transfer is complete an interrupt bit is set in one of
8 interrupt register (S Reg) status bits. The interrupt

denotes completion of a block transfer for a particular address

16
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FIGURE 6
10 FIELD OPERATIONS

OP DESCRIPTION

INT HOST Set status bits in Command and Status register
(CSR) of Host Interface equal to the value in
register (port to be used). Set the
attention bit in the CSR to interrupt the Host.

CLR SBIT Set the S-bit corresponding to the currently
selected device to 0.

CLR S Set S register = •

XB=IO Gate output of currently selected device onto
the X-bus. Interpretation of data depends on
particular device. (Meaningful only if DEV)7).

XB-)IO Load the selected 10 device with the value on
the X-bus. Interpretation depends on device.
(Meaningful only if DEV)7).

IOC Device dependent operation for devices where
DEV)7. Not currently implemented.

ENABLE Enable interrupts.

DISABLE Disable interrupts.

(port). In response to the interrupt, the CHI-5 program may
re-initialize the port address file element in preparation for
the next data block, and process the previously transferred
block of data.

There is one port designated as the "Command-Port". It is used
to block load a segment of executable macro-code into the D
memories. At the completion of this load process, the command
port interrupt to the CHI-5 causes the CHI-5 to execute the
program.
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VOICE TERMINAL OPERATION

The CHI-5 provides for voice terminal operation using an LPC-10
speech algorithm. The specialized I/O for the speech applica-

tion includes analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conver-
sion. To accomplish these conversions, 8-bit mu-255-law CODEC

chips are used.

The CODEC chips sample the analog signal at an 8 KHz sample

rate and outputs digital data in a synchronous serial data
stream. A 64 deep x B-bit wide First In First Out (FIFO)
memory part reconstructs the serial data into B-bit parallel
bytes. The FIFO buffers the data until the array processor is
ready to take a block of data. The FIFO uses a "half full"
interrupt to signal the processor that a block of 32 bytes is
ready. The array processor will recognize the interrupt at a
convenient point in the operation, and it will read the data
out of the FIFO by programmed I/O onto the X bus.

A similar output operation exists. The array processor
receives a "half empty" interrupt from an output FIFO whenever
the FIFO has less than 32 bytes left. The data in the FIFO is
loaded by the array processor by programmed I/O from the X bus.
The data in the FIFO is shifted out as a synchronous serial
data stream into the output section of the CODEC chips. The
CODEC chips reconstruct an analog signal from the digital data.

1.3. PROGRAM CONTROL

The CHI-5 has a powerful program controller that can perform

sequential program execution, unconditional branches, condi-
tional branches, loop control, and subroutine nesting. The
controller provides the unique capability of performing the
loading of P memory RAM while still executing micro-code from P

memory ROM. The EXEC MACRO micro-instruction gives the program
controller the capability to decode the contents of the DL bus
into two micro-code addresses, a 5-bit MACI address and an 11-
bit MAC2 address. The 5-bit address specifies the first
micro-instruction address of the MACRO and the 11-bit address
specifies the second microinstruction address of the MACRO.
After the second instruction, the normal program controller
mode is restored.

Figure 7 gives the detailed op codes of the program controller
micro-code.
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FIGURE 7
PROGRAM CONTROL OPERATIONS

OP DESCRIPTION

SEQ PSA+I-)PSA. While executing the present

micro-instruction, fetch its successor.

(Default operation for this field).

IF STAT=O If the status of the device presently selected
GOTO val is 0, branch to the address in the value

field, otherwise sequence as above.

IF STAT=I If the status of the device presently selected
GOTO val is 1, branch to the address in the value field,

otherwise sequence as above.

IF TEST Ari*hmetic conditionals on the register

{-, (,)} 0 selected by the TEST field. Branch when
GOTO val condition is met.

GOTO val val-)PSA. Unconditional branch

EXEC This instruction must be immediately preceded
MACRO by the D-operation READ(EA). In this case,

EXEC MACRO causes the selected argument
gatherer to be activated and the micro
operation to be accessed.

CALL val PSA+1-)micro stack. val->PSA. Increment the

stack pointer. This is the micro-subroutine call.

DEC J J-1 -) J. Sequence as for SEQ.

DEC J, If J)O, val-)PSA. Otherwise sequence.

IF J)@ In either case J-1 -> J after test is made.
GOTO val Down counter loop control.

YB-)DEV Select the device whose device number is on
the Y-bus. Sequence as for SEQ.

YB-)J Set J equal to the value on the Y-bus.
Sequence as for SEQ.

RTN Decrement the stack pointer. Micro stack -) PSA.
Micro subroutine return.

19
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The J loop counter is a special hardware register that enables

the programmer to control the number of times a given micropro-
gram loop is performed without using any APU registers or

memory to keep the count. A stack memory is provided to hold

the return address when a micro-code subroutine CALL is per-
formed. The subroutine nesting can be 16 deep before the
hardware stack memory overflows.

Orograti sequencing car, be controlled by the outcome of tests on
the results of arithmetic operations. In all such operations,
the bra-,,ch is taken if the test is fulfilled.

The results of operations in the G, H or GH adders can be

tested fc.r te 4i; positive, negative or equal to zero. The TEST
Ciecz is -sed t,. seleat the adder whose operatior, is to-0 be

tested, qhiie the M Field determines the test to be performed.
Becau:se of t i4rm"4 cc-, riderat ions, these tests must be made in
the second truction F:.lowing the instruction in which the
.:, .. - :.rat ;_-rJ ,-c .Ar-red.

"ne.-e are t.,:o ari thmetic condit .ona. tests which were designed
t_- I .=t4:tate the nm'cro-prograriming of floating point arith-
,et -,z. T.e tests are:

:7 Sk-' " SALL GOTO psa

2) I s-: CV7 COTC psa

. hese tests are described in the section on the APU.

-Lie _-AT tests examine one of 16 status conditions as selected

!y the device register value. The first ten status conditions
a,-e the states of the ten S register bits used for interrupts.
'f the system interrupts are enabled, the controller recognizes
an interrupt automatically during the EXEC MACRO instruction if
any of the ten S bits are set. The recognition of an inter-
rupt forces the controller to fetch the next micro-instruction
from the fixed system interrupt address. This first level

interrupt handler tests the S bits to find the interrupt cause.
It then transfers control to the macro program designated for

that S bit, after saving the address of the interrupted pro-

gram.

Loading the program memory RAM is done by a special mode in the

program controller in which the ROM addresses (PHA) and RAM
addresses (PSA) are distinct. The program is transferred from
D memory into RAM through the X and Y busses. Special bus
transceivers connect the X and Y busses to the RAMs in the P

memory. In addition, either RAM or ROM P memory can be

transferred into the D memory , using the same data paths.
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j-4. MACRO OPERATION

Programming the CHI-5 could be done completely in micro-code,

but microcoding is very tedious work for applications program-

mirg. By microprogramming a library of common routines with

generalized arguments, it is possible to build a large system

program by a series of calls to this library. These "Calls"

are termed "macro-code" because they are one level higher in

sophistication than the micro-code. The CHI-5 supports this

style of macro operation by adding a micro-code instruction
called EXEC MACRO which tells the microprogram controller to
decode the contents on the DL bus as a macro-instruction.

The 5-bit MAC1 field forces the program controller to address

the first micro-instruction of the macro from the first 32

locations of P memory. The second instruction will be fetched
from the 11-bit address specified in the MAC2 field. The first
micro-instruction is used to fetch the first operand and ini-

tiate additional memory reads if needed. This allows the same
micro-program to be used with several different sources for its
first operand. The normal microprogram sequencer operation is
restored after the second instruction of the macro. The number

of macro arguments is determined by the programmer, however,
the MACI/MAC2 field must always be in the DL memory.

The macro library routines continue the MACRO mode by requiring

the last 2 instructions of the macro to perform a READ of D
memory via the Macro Instruction Program Counter (EA), followed

by an EXEC MACRO instruction. The level of sophistication of a
macro is entirely up to the program designer. Some macros may

perform only housekeeping functions, while others may perform
complex algorithms such as a Fourier transform, etc. Macros
car, be modularized into subroutines, subprograms, and even

tasks. Therefore, the macro stack pointer is one of the pre-

assigned file registers, along with the macro program counter
and a host command port.

1-. DATA ELQW

The CHI-5 uses many interconnecting data busses in order to

accomplish a higher throughput processing rate. The multiple
bus structure allows many parallel operations to be performed

without interference. All of the data paths shown in Figure 1

are 16-bit unless otherwise noted. Many features of these
busses are identical due to bilinear symmetry, thus many of the

descriptions will be in pairs of busses.

The DL and DR busses connect the DL and DR memories to the

DL/DR output registers, DX/DY registers, D-IN input port,

XB/YB, and the program controller. The selection of DL or DR is
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made by the DR address. Even addresses access DL and odd

addresses access DR. The DX and DY registers are the input
pipeline registers to the X and Y busses, respectively. During

READ or WRITE operations, either 16-bit or 32-bit accesses car,

be made from the D memories by this configuration. DMA I/O

operations are limited to 16-bit accesses only.

The 16-bit WRITE operation is restricted to the X BUS data for

the source, but can write DL or DR depending on the DR address.

The WRITE also does not have the pipeline delay as does the
READ operation. During macro instruction fetch, the DL bus is

connected to the program controller so that the MACI word can

be used. Thus, macro programs must be aligned with MAC1 and
MAC2 in DL memory and the first optional argument for the macro
in DR memory.

The X and Y data busses connect the X and Y memories to the

APU, DX and DY registers, DL and DR busses, VAL register, DEV
register, J counter in the micro-code program controller, ana-

log I/O FIFOs, and all of the P memory during micro-code load
or store operations. The CHI-5 system X and Y busses dominate
Figure 1. The X and Y busses are the major source of high speed
data transfers to the APU. The X/Y memories can provide work-

ing storage of 1K words for each memory for the APU. The X and
Y busses connect to the D memories as a path for moving blocks

of data to and from the X/Y memories or APU. The X bus can be
used to move data to both DL and DR memory, but the Y bus can
be used to move data only to the DR memory.

Other than these main data paths, there are a number of system

functions that connect to the X/Y busses. The VAL register can
be read orn either X or Y bus. The DEV register can be loaded
o:nly by the Y bus. The J counter in the micro-code program
controller is loaded only by the Y bus. The D-memory con-
troller uses the Y bus as one source for DA register data, for
incrementing file data, and for loading file data. The X bus
is used for reading and writing to the special analog I/O FIFOs
and the serial interface unit.

A very special use of both X and Y busses is the reading and

writing to the P memory. This special mode requires special
bus transceivers to connect the X and Y busses to the P memory
data busses. Also during this mode, the micro-code program

controller is utilized such that the program being performed
and the location being read or written have independent address
sources (PHA and PSA). The ROM is cycled through a bootstrap

routine that transfers micro- code data in the D-memories to

the X and Y busses and writes the data into the PS RAMs or

reads data from the P memories onto the X and Y busses and

writes it into D memory.
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. -CH I

The CHI-5 design is expressed in terms of a set of design
modules which each provide a well defined subset of the total
system. The physical realization of the modules required some

adaptations of the ideal structure in order to fit the design

onto the selected circuit boards.

The board selected has space for approximately fifty integrated

circuits and a primary connector with 116 contacts in addition
to power and ground. The backplane motherboard has connections
for slots for thirteen of these cards. The minimum CHI-5 con-
figuration uses eleven cards; the remaining two slots are wired
for additional D memory. In addition, the analog parts of the
speech quality analog system are located on a printed circuit
board which is isolated from the rest of the CHI-5.

In the remainder of this section, the ten distinct modules of
the CHI-5 are described. In many cases, these descriptions

will parallel the presentations in section one, with greater
detail presented on the implementation. Other modules pri-
marily provide the control, or "glue" which allows the system

to function as a unit. These modules include the MULTIPLIER,
ADDERZ, ADDER2, and ACU, which together provide the major
arithmetic and logic unit. The two AMEM modules, XMEM and
YMEM, contain the array memory elements and much of the program
memory. The PCU and STF modules provide the program sequencing
and timing control for entire machine. The DCU, HIF1 and DMEM
modules contain the main data memory and its addressing from
either the CHI-5 or the host processor.
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The multiplier module contains an LSI 16 x 16 multiplier chip
with four to one input multiplexors for both inputs. It
includes XL and YL, registers which can be loaded from their
respective busses and which are direct inputs to the multi-
plier. It also contains multiplexors which select the input to
one side of each of the three adders of the adder/accumulator
module.

Figure 8. MULTIPLIER MODULE

XBS yR flSIXL m L

Mi M2

MY

MULTIPLIER
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Multiplies can be started using the contents of XBS, XL, YL,

YBS, R, MX, and MY, in most, but not all, combinations. The

input registers of the multiplier are loaded in one instruc-
tion. The output registers are automatically clocked to hold

the product (MP) at the end of the following instruction time.
The product is then available for input to the F, G, and H

adders in the second instruction after the multiply was ini-
tiated. Because the MY inputs and the least significant bits
of MP use the same pins, ar external transparent latch is used
to hold the least significant product bits. This latch is

transparent during the first half of each clock period, when
MPR is enabled out of the multiplier chip. The latch is closed
at mid clock, holding the MPR value while the M2 input multi-

plexor is enabled and MPR output from the chip is disabled.

Figure 9. Multiplier Timing

CLKP (system clock)l I I I

I I I I-
LATCH TRANSP. LATCH CLOSED LATCH TRANSP.
MPR ENABLED Me MUX ENABLED MPR ENABLED

MXCLK I I
MYCLK--------I I

M1,M2 VALID ^MX, MY LOADED

MPCLK

^MPL, MPR LOADED

An add using MPR requires a delay of the tri-state buffer in
the chip, plus the throughput time of the latch. This delay is

less than the access time of the array memories. There is suf-
ficient time to complete a 48 bit add using the sign extended
multiplier product.

In addition to the multiplier functions, the inputs to the "A"

sides of all three adders are selected by multiplexors on the

multiplier module. By locating these multiplexors here, three
16 bit parallel paths can be replaced by one or two 16 bit
inputs on each of the adder units.

All controls for the multiplier are provided from the arith-
metic control unit (ACU). Switched clocks for the multiplier

input and output registers, XL and YL are generated on this

module.
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Due to the tightness of pinouts on this module, a cable is used
to carry teri of the control signals from the ACU.

Figure 10. SIGNALS ON MULTIPLY MODULE CABLE CONNECTOR

Si anal Function Comment

PRLIO Sign control for MX a's complement
PRLI1 Sign control for MY or positive
RND MP round control Latched in chip
RS MP shift control One clock delayed
LXYR0, 1 Select M1 output
LXYL0,1 Select M2 output
MXCPEN Load MX from M1
MYCPEN Load MY from M2

Figure 11. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR MULTIPLY MODULE

Sianal Function Comment

XBS Input to M1,M2,GA,GB,XL Main data path
YBS Input to M1,M2,GA,HA,YL Main data path
R Input to M1
FA Output of FA multiplexor Input to F adder
GA Output of GA multiplexor Input to G adder
HA Output of HA multiplexor Input to H adder
FAZERO Force FA to zero From ACU
FMGASE Select control for FA From ACU
GAZERO Force GA to zero From ACU
GYRXLO,1 Select controls for GA From ACU
HAZERO Force HA to zero From ACU
HYRXLO,1 Select controls for HA From ACU
XLCPEN Latch XBS into XL From ACU
YLCPEN Latch YBS into YL From ACU
MPCPEN Latch Multiplier Product From ACU
CKP System Clock Source From STF
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2.2. ADDER ACCUMULATOR MODULES

There are two adder accumulator modules in the CHI-5 because of

the physical constraints of the circuit boards used. The

ADDER1 module contains two 16 bit adders and three 16 bit accu-

mulator registers. The remaining adder and register are

located in the ADDER2 module, which also holds the ROM table

memory.

The three adders all provide four basic operations: 0, A+B,A-B

and B-A, where A and B are the two inputs. In addition, the 6
and H adders each provide specialized operations. The H adder

can perform the binary logical operations AND, inclusive OR and
exclusive OR. The G adder can compute the modified absolute
value function

MOD(A) = A if A ) •
= -A-1 if A < 0.

This function is of primary use in computing the number of

places to shift a value in order to normalize it. It is used
in conjunction with the scale logic on the STF module and the
SHIFT decoder of ADDER2. The F adder is used for extended pre-

cision accumulation, since its A input can be selected to be
the sign extension of the quantity on the A input to the G
adder.

In addition to their independent operations, the adders can be

combined to provide 32 or 48 bit accumulations in one clock.
For higher precision operations, the carry out of the G adder

is latched and can be used as the carry in to the H adder in
the following instruction.

The four accumulator registers each work directly with a subset
of the adders and data busses. T, U and V registers can drive
XBS and be used as inputs on the B side of the G adder. U, V
and W registers can drive the YBS and be used as inputs on the
B side of the H adder. The output of the F adder, whose B
input is always T, can be stored in T or U. The G adder output

can be stored in U or V. The H adder output can be stored in V
or W. This structure allows many combinations of adder opera-

tions and data transfers to take place in parallel, while keep-

ing the micro-instruction decoding requirements simple and
lending itself to straightforward implementation using standard

components.
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FIRST ADE ACCUMULATOR MODLEf (ADEI

Figure 12. ADDERI CONTENTS
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The RDDER2 module contains the remaining third of the adder
accumulator structure as well as the table ROM.

Figure 14. ADDER2 and ROM CONTENTS
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Figure 15. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOq ADDER2 AND ROM MODULES

Siganal F urict j orn Corgrent

YBS Input to W, Output of U,V,W Main Data Path

U Input to YBS and HBS From ADDERI

V Input to YBS and HBS From ADDER!

HA Input to H adder From MULT

H Output of H adder To ADDER1,ACU

R Output of ROM or SHIFT To MULT

HCO Carry out of H adder To ADDERI

HZTSTL H sum least 15 bits are 0 To ACU

HOVF H sum produced an overflow To ACU

P13, 14 Select HBS source From YMEM

HOCI Carry in for H adder From ACU

HOPO-2 Select H adder operation From ACU

HYBSSE Select input for W Fro:m ,ACU

WCLKEN Load W from its input From ACL

P15-17 Select source for YBS From YMEM

P111 Select ROM right From XXEM

YBSESE Select input for RA From ACU

RACPEN Load RA from its input From ACU

RBCPEN Load Inc Reg from YBS From ACU

CKP Pauseable system clock From STF
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ARITHMETIC CONTROL AND SERIAL INTERFACE MODULE (ACU)

The ACU module of the CHI-5 provides instruction decoding for
the arithmetic modules ADDER1, ADDER2 and MULT. It also con-

tains a separate section, the serial interface unit, which pro-

vides two independent ports for RS232C compatible devices.

.1 ARITHMETIC CONTROL UNIT

The ACU contains the instruction buffers and decoding for the

F, FG, 6, GH, HA, H and VW fields of the microinstruct.icn.
These fields control the operation and A input selection for-

the three adders and the source selection for the V and '
registers. The ACU generates the carry in F.or the G .rd
adders depending on the operation being perform~ed or, i. d4cuble
adder operations are called for, the carry out received fro:i
the less significant adder.

All instruction buffering and decoding for the Multiplier
Module is performed on the ACU. The MOP field is decoded anc:,
if its value is 0-4, the M field is decoded to generate control
signals for the multiplier. If the MOP is 5, 6 or 7, the cl.)c;
enable signals for the multiplier inputs and the table RCY
enable signal are forced low, preventing any multiply r:,ir
starting and enabling the ROM instead of the SHIFT decoder. in
any case, a one clock delayed logical OR of the multiplier
input clock enables is generated to produce the clock enable
for the multiplier product register. A decode of 4 in the YOP
field cause the RND signal to be 0. The RND signal is ,:re
clock delayed and inverted for the RS control to the riulti-
plier, since RS is riot latched inside the riilutiplier chip.
Several of the control signals to the multiplier are tneriii-
ted over a cable connector.

The controls for loading the table ROM address register F..nd
increment register, as well as the selection of the latced

carry out of the G adder as the input to the ' adder-, are
decoded from the M field only when the MOP is S. In all ,:ther
cases, they are forced low.

The ACU also buffers and decodes the XBS and YBS fields f,.

sources not located in the ADDER or AMEM modules.

Finally, the status output from the 6 and H adders and the
scale logic are received and latched. These status bits,
together with the selected STAT line from the HIF rodule a,.e
selected for testing by the TEST and 0 field bits cf the
microinstruction to produce a signal CONL which is used by the
PCU to determine whether or not a new instructi:r address is to
be loaded. The TEST and P fields are not latched in an instruc-
tion buffer, so the new instruction address car. be used t.:,
fetch the next microinstruction while the rest of t'1e c.krrert
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instruction is processed.

2.3.g. Serial Line Unit

The serial line unit consists of two Intel 8251A USAR' chips, a
programmable baud rate generator, data and control registers
for interfacing to the USARTs, bus drivers for the XBS ard
RS232-C line drivers and receivers. The unit recoGnizes device
address 9 and uses the IOBL control to load its control "rid
data registers. Bits in the control register address the USPRs
and provide their read/write and mode controls. Control regis-
ter bits also enable the data register onto the comrnuricat' :;r
bus to the USARTs and baud rate generator and progra1 the ba,.ud
rate. The data output from an addressed USART is l,,aded :*,n:o
the XBS when the IOAL cortrol is received with devic- '3

addressed (101L = 0). The RS232C signals are available at t'-e
card edge of the ACU on a 20 pin connector.

Figure 16. EXTERNAL SIGNALS ON CABs' "0 MULT:PL:E

Si anal Funct i or,

LXYRO,LXYR1 Input selection for MX
MXCPEN Load MX from it inputs
LXYLO, LXYL1 Input selection for MY

MYCPEN Load MY froma it inputs
RS right shift format control for MP
PRLIO, PRLI1 Sign Controls for MX and MY

Figure 17. EXTERNAL SIGNALS ON CABLE FOR SERIAL :N-E95ACE

Sianal Funct ion

RXDO, RXD1 Input Serial Data from lines 0 and I
DSRO,DSRI Data Set Ready from lines 0 and 1
CTSO,CTS1 Clear to Send from lines 0 and 1
TXD0,TXD1 Output Serial Data to lines 0 and
RTSO,RTS1 Request to Send for lines 0 and t
GND Signal Ground for lines 0 and 1
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Figure 18. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR ACU MODULE

Sinnal Function Comment

P(10-12), Instruct ion Source is

P(15-27), bits from XMEM

P(65-77), Program or,

P (100-110), Memory YMEM
P(112-117)
GZTSTL,GNEG G Adder status bits from ADDER!
GCO Carry out of G Adder from ADDER I
HZTSTL,H17,HOVF H Adder status bits from ADDER2
HCO Carry out of H adder from ADDER2
SMD,BIGDL Scale logic status from S-F
STAT Selected status condition from HIFI
I01L Serial Interface Selected frorm HIFI

IOAL, IOBL I/O transfer strobes from S-F
CKP Pauseable system clock source from STF
FOPO, FOP1 F Adder operation controls to ADDER!
GOCI G Adder carry in to ADDER!
GOP(0, 1) I,GOPC G Adder operation controls to ADDER1
HGSE,VCPEN V register input controls to ADDER!
HOCI H Adder carry in t C. ADDE-2
HOPO,HOP1,HOP2 H Adder operation controls to ADDER2
HYBSSE,WCPEN W register input controls to ADDER2-
YBESE,RACPEN Table ROM address controls to ADDE-R2
RBCPEN Table ROM increment control to ADDER2
ROMENL Table ROM or SHIFT enable to ADDER2
FAZERO, FMGASE Controls for DA index to 'ULT
GAZERO,GYRXL(0,1) Controls for GA multiplexor to MULT
HAZERO,HYRXL(O,1) Controls for HA multiplexo:r to Y.JL.

MPCPEN Clock enable for MP register to MULT
XLCPEN,YLCPEN Clock enables for XL and YL t:- MJLT
TVALXL Enable VAL register onto XBS to 'CU
TVALYL Enable VAL register onto YBS t, :CC!J
CONL Load control for PSA to PCU
MOPD7,MOPD5 I/O and D field selectors tco STF
TDLXL Enable DX onto XBS to DCU
TDRYL Enable DY onto YBS to DCU
OLDGNEG Latched GNEG from G Adder to S'F
TSCLYL Enable scale onto YBS to S'F
XB3QL Unused XBS enable
CMINT Serial line interrupt signal to HIFI
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• -. ARRAY MEMORY MODULE (AMEM 2r XMEM and YMEM)

An array memory module contains a 1024 word by 16 bit data
memory with its own addressing unit, plus 32 bits by 1024 RAM
and 2048 ROM program memory. Two array memory modules exist in
each CHI-5, XMEM and YMEM. These modules are identical.

The program memory is addressed and controlled from the PCU
module. Of the 32 bits of the instruction word on these
modules, 24 go to other modules and 8 are used to control the
array data memory and its addressing.

-.4.-. ARRAY MEMORY

The array data memory is controlled by 15 control signals that
are the outputs of two ROM decoders driven by the 8 bit
instruction field. One of these signals, the memory write
enable, must be sent to the STF for synchronization of memory
write timing. The remaining controls are used directly within
the module.

Figure 19. ARRAY MEMORY and ADDRESSING
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BUS
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B MUXMEMORY

A FADDR 81024
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Figure 20. PROGRAM MEMORY

PSL PSR

BUFFER

PHL PHR

Figure 21. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR ARRAY MEMORY MODULES

Internal XMEM YMEM Funct ion

XBS XBS YBS Data Bus to Data
and Program Memories

PSA(00-11) PSA(00-11) PSA(00-11) Program RAM Address
PHA(00-12) PHA(00-12) PHA(00-12) Program ROM Address
PHPSSE PSENL PSENL Program RAM enable
PSPHSE PHENL PHENL Program ROM enable
XBSPRENL PSRWRTL PSRWRTL Write to PSR
XBSPLENL PSLWRTL PSLWRTL Write to PSL
PSRLDL PSRLDL PSRLDL Data Access to PSR,PHR
PSLLDL PSLLDL PSLLDL Data Access to PSL, PHL
PSRD PSRDQ PSRDQ Read PMEM onto BUS
CKP CKP CKP System Clock Source
XWRTEN XWRTEN YWRTEN Request to write AMEM
XWRTL XWRTL YWRTL AMEM write pulse from STF
P(10-17) P(60-67) P(10-17) Instruction word output
P(20-27) P(100-107) P(20-27)
P(30-37) P(110-117) P(70-77)
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The FIFO memories are emptied and filled, respectively, fromn
the least significant eight bits of the XBS using the XBS -) 10
(IOAL) and XBS = I (IOBL) operations with device 8 selected.

Figure 22. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR STF MODULE

Sianal Name Funct ior, Comment

CLK Freerunning system clock Source
CKP Pauseable system clock source
CACLK Out of phase 8 MHz clock to PCU
CRAQ Host memory cycle request from HIFI
PAUS Active when system paused to PCU
H2AP Host transfer direct ion from Hl1
CRBQ, CRBQL Host memory cycle active fro:-rm YIi

FAR4Q Doubleword access bit from DCL
DAOOL Least sig DMEM address bit f rom DCL'
MR2DA Macro DOP is 0 or I fr .ro. HI,!
MOPD5 Enable D field decoding .ro, ACU
P100-103 Instruction bits for D and I/O from XMEY
BDAYL Enable DA BUS onto YBUS to DCU
MR2DAQL Enable DY onto DA BUS to DCU
FACLKEN Load DR index register t-, DCU
DCLKEN Load DX and DY registers to DCU
FWRTENL Load DR file register to DCU
Y2K Select YBUS for DA increment to DCU
K2FIN Select adder for DA input to DCU
KCIN Carry in to DA address adder to DCU
DBLE Enable YBUS onto DRBUS
HWRT Enable host data onto to HIF!

DLBUS, DRBUS
APWRT Enable XBS, YBUS onto to DCU

DLBUS, DRBUS
DWRTL Disable data memory output to DMEM
DLWRT Write strobe for even memory to DMEM

addresses
DRWRT Write strobe for odd memory to DMEM

addresses
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Figure 22 (cont.). EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR STF MODULE

Sianal Name Funct ion Cormmert

XWRTEN,YWRTEN Enable signals for AMEM from XMEM,YMEM
XWRTL, YWRTL Write strobes for AMEM to XMEM, YYEM
PSO, PSi Select segment of PMEM from PCU
PSRD Read PMEM from PCU
PINH Inhibit PMEM access from PCU
PSRLDL, PSRWRTL Load or store PMEM right to XMEM, YMEM
PSLLDL,PSLWRTL Load or store PMEM left to XMEM, Y!,EM
PSVLDL, PSVWRTL Load or store PMEM value to PCU
PSRDQ Read PMEM to XMEM,

YMEM, PCU
PLDL Active during first half cif to PCU

PMEM load
PRDL Active during first clock of to PCU

PMEM store
MOPD7 Enable I/O decode from ACU
IOAL XBS to 10 Device strobe
IOBL Gate 10 data onto XBS
IOCL Unused 10 strobe
SETATNL Sets host ATTN latch to HIF1
CLRSIL,CLRSL Clear S bits to HIF1
ANYS An S bit is set from HIFI
XMCRL EXEC MACRO Operation from PCU
INT Interrupt PCU sequencer to PCU
V0-V16 Input to priority encoder from ADDER!
U17,OLDGNEG Used to determine overflow from ADDERI,ACU
TSCLYL Enable scale count onto YBUS from ACU
SMD YBUS value small to ACU
BIGDL YBUS value large (active low) t,: ACU
I00L Device 8 selected from H.FI
RESL Reset, clears FIFO count from HIFI
AIQFL Sets S8 when low to - IFI
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. P ROGRA CONTR L MODULE (_g

The PCU module contains the program sequencer for the CHI-5.
It also contains the VALUE field, which is the last 16 bits of
program memory, and an extra 4 bits of program memory (the
extension bits) which are non-zero for only the first 256 loca-
tions in ROM address space. The value field of a micro-
instruction is buffered in the VAL register on the PCU. This
register can be used to drive either XBS or YDS. The value
field is also used to specify the target address for a branch
operation; the VALUE field of the instruction is one input to
the program memory address register.

Figure 23. PROGRAM CONTROL MODULE
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2.. Loading and Storing Program Memory

The auxiliary counter, B, can be used to address program RCM
for more than one micro-instruction. This mode is used pri-
marily for loading program RAM from D memory or for storing
instructions from program memory in D memory. The B counter is

used to address the programs used for loading and storing pro-
gram memory; the A register holds the address of the instruc-
tion being loaded or stored. The four extension bits are used
to enable this mode and control the reading and writing of pro-
gram memory. The extension bits are LDMCR, which forces the
PHA multiplexor to select the B counter for PHA, PSRD, which is
a 1 to store program memory or a 0 to load it, and PSO ard CIS',
which are decoded to select the portion of program memory to be
operated on. If the value is 0, no operation takes pace; if

1, the value field on the PCU module is loaded or stored usinr
the YBS; if 2, program memory left on the two AMEM cards is
loaded or stored using both XBS and YBS; if 3, prograr' mem.:ry
right is loaded or stored.

The load and store program routines are initiated as mracr:

instructions with DOPs 37 and 36 respectively. The remaining
11 bits, loaded into the A register, are the starting prograw
memory address to be loaded or stored. Each instruct icr ir
these routines except the last has the LDMCR extension bit set,
forcing continued use of the B counter. The B counter is
incremented by one each clock time unless loaded. When LDMCR
is set, the A register is not loaded unless the PSO and PSI
bits are both 1, so all three segments of a program rnem.:ry
location can be operated on in three separate instructions. 7
control the number of memory words to be transferred, the 2
counter of the PCU is used. A special P field operation is
provided which loads the B counter from the value field bus if

J is not zero.

Program memory can be loaded with no lost time for fetching the
instructions of the load program. The instruction segment is
written during the first half of the clock period, using tran-
sceivers on the AMEM and PCU modules to enable data frorm tle
XBS and YBS onto the memory I/O lines. At mid-clock, the tran-
sceivers are disabled and the program ROM is enabled, prvidirn
the next instruction in time for decoding at clock time. How-
ever, in order to be able to read both RAM and ROM program

memory for diagnostic purposes, each instruction which reads a
segment of program memory causes the normal system clock to be
stretched, or paused, in the high state for an extra clock
period. This allows the data being read to be present for a
full clock period so that it can be stored in D memory. Then
the PHA multiplexor can switch back to the B counter to fetch
the next instruction for processing. All clock generation and
memory write controls are implemented on the STF module.
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The DCU module contains the addressing facility and data regis-
ter for the main data memory. It supports from one to three
data memory (DMEM) modules with up to 30K 32 bit doublewords of
storage. The control and timing signals for the DCU and DMEM
are provided primarily by the STF module. The HIF1 module
interacts with the DCU to provide block transfers to DMEM from
the host interface.

Figure 25. DCU MODULE
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The addressing facility consists of a sixteen word file DA ,:of

address registers, an address adder K for incrementing the
address register, a multiplexor KB which selects either . or
the YBS as the increment quantity, and a multiplexor DAIN which
selects either the output of the K adder or the YBS for input
to the register file. The register file is addressed by a four

bit index which is selected by a two to one multiplexor to be
either the contents of the DR index register or a port address
provided by the HIF1 module. The DR index register is loaded

from the value field of the micro instruction; it also contains
a fifth bit which selects single or doubleword mode for C-'1-5
accesses to DMEM.

The output of the register file (DA) drives the DA Bus t- pr--

vide memory addresses to the DMEM modules. The DA file :,uttpi.'t
can be enabled onto the YBS for transfer to the CHI-5 ALU. It
is also possible to disable the file output and enable the con-
tents of the DY register onto the DR Bus. This path is used

during EXEC MACRO operations with DOP=O or 1 to fetch an ini-
tial parameter for a macro instruction before the macro pr-,,-
cessing begins.

The DCU provides data transfer gating and registers for CHI-5

processor access to DMEM. Data is read from DMEM in 32 bit
doublewords over the DLBUS and DRBUS. The data on the DRBUS is
loaded into the DY register. The DX register is loaded from
the DLBUS if DA00 is 0 or from the DRBUS if DA00 is 1. DX cari
drive the XBS, DY can drive the YBS :r the DABUS as described
above. Bus drivers are provided on the DCU to allow data from
the XBS to drive the DLBUS or DRBUS and for data from the YBS
to drive the DRBUS for writing DMEM. For, single word writes,
XBS provides the data and is enabled onto the XBS ,:,r the YBS
based on DA00. For doubleword writing into DMEM, XBS data is
also enabled onto the DRBUS. The DCU also provides the D'BUS
data to the PCU during an EXEC MACRO operation. The signal
XMCRL is used to enable the least significant 11 bits, with a
high order 0, onto the instruction value bus (BUS). The :ist

significant 5 bits of DLBS are input directly to the PCL as
DOP.
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Figure 26. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR DCU MODULE

Sional Function Comments

XBS (00-17) Primary path for data
YBS (00-17) Path for address information
DLBUS (00-17) D memory data for even addresses
DRBUS (00-17) D memory data for odd addresses
DABUS (00-17) D memory address to DMEM
HA (0-2) Port number to select DR from HIF'

register 0 to 7 for Host
memory access.

BUS (00-13) Instruction value bus to PCU
DCLKEN Load DX and DY from DLBUS, DRBUS from STF
FACLKEN Load DR index register from BUS from S7F
K2FIN Selects K adder for input to file from STF
Y2K Selects YBS for increment in K adder from S' - -

KCIN Used to increment by 2 instead ,o.f I from STF
FWRTENL Load DR file from its input from STF
APWRT,DBLE Enable XBS and YBS onto DLBS and DRBS from STF
MR2DAQL Enable DY onto DABUS from ST-
BDAYL Enable DABUS onto YBUS from S-
TDRYL Enable DY onto YBUS f rom ACU
TDLXL Enable DX onto XBS from ACU
CRBQ Select HA to address DR file from HI
FAR40 Doubleword access mode to ST,
CLK Free running System Clock
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active low device select signals I00L to 107L for DEV selec-

tions of 8 to 15.

Figure 27. HOST CABLE SIGNALS

Sional Funct ion

DATO0-15 Output data from host

DATI00-15 Input data to host
HAP Transfer is from host to CHI-5
BURST Controls SCY output
RESET Resets CHI-5
ATNCLR Clears ATTN latch
EOC Memory Access handshake from host

RDY Cleared to start transfer, set to terminate it.
STATe-2 Status bits from CHI-5 to host
ATTN Signal from CHI-5

CREQA Handshake acknowledge from CHI-5 to host
SCY Used for "burst made" transfers
INIT Resets CHI-5
C1 Direction control, inverted HAP returned to host

Figure 28. EXTERNAL SIGNAL NAMES FOR HIFI MODULE

Sional Function Comment

DLBS00-17 D Memory Bus for even address
DRBS0O-17 D Memory Bus for odd address

YBSO0-03 Source for loading DEV register
DEVLDL Load control for DEV register Frorm PCU
DA00 Least significant memory address bit Fror, DCU
SETATNL Set ATTN latch -:rom STF
CLRSIL Clear selected S bit Fr-omri STF
CLRSL Clear all S bits From S--
CLK Free running System Clock From S-F
CKP Source for paused system clock From STF

CMINT Set S bit 9 From ACU
AIQFL Set S bit 8 From STF

HWRT Enable host data onto DLBS or DRBS From STF
Sll-15 Inputs to status multiplexor Unused

XMCRL Enable for MR2DA output From PCU

MR2DA DLBS17-14-0 during EXEC MACRO To STF

ANYS At least one of S0-S9 is set To STF
STATUS Selected S bit is set To ACU

CRBQ,CRBQL Active during host access to DMEM
CRAG Host request for DMEM

HAO-2 Host Port number To DCU
RESL System Reset Signal
H2AP Transfer is from host to CHI-5 To STF
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2. 9. DATA MEMORY MODULE

Each data memory module provides 8, 192 32-bit double words of
RAM storage and either 1024 or 2048 doublewords of PROM. The
RAM chips are arranged in 4 rows of 2K words each.

All control, address and data signals for the DMEM module are
buffered at the card.

The DA BUS address input is received through transparent
latches which are closed at mid-clock to hold the address at
which data is read or written over DLBUS and DRBUS. Each of
three possible DMEM slots in the backplane motherboard is wired
to recognize a different set of addresses for its RAM and ROM.
The most significant two bits of DA are decoded and codes 0, 1
and 2 are wired as enable signals for the RAM or, the three
boards. The next two bits of DA provide chip select signals
for the enabled RAM chips. If the board select decode is 3, the
next two DA bits and their complements are decoded to enable
the ROM chips on each board.

As the address inputs are held fixed at mid-clock, data output
for a read is enabled from the selected row of chips and gatsd
through transceivers onto the DL and DR busses, if the board is
enabled. If the operation is a write into data memory, the
transceivers gate data from the DL and DR busses onto the
module and independent DLWRT and DRWRT signals from the STF are
used to write either or both halves of the doubleword.

Figure 29. EXTERNAL SIGNALS FOR DMEM MODULE

Si onal Funct ior

DLBUS (00-17) Bidirectional data path for left !6 bit words
DRBUS (00-17) Bidirectional data path for right 16 bit w.rds
DABUS (01-17) Address input from DCU
BDSL (0-3) Decode of DA17 and DA16 output
BDSL Input wired from BDSLZ, I or 2 to enable RAM
A13,A13L,A14,A14L Complementary states of DA14 and DA15 output
RA13,RA14 Inputs ANDed with BDSL3 to enable ROM
DWRTL (OUTEN) Output enable during second half of cl.-ock
DLWRT Write pulse for left 16 bit word
DRWRT Write pulse for right 16 bit word
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GLOSSARY

D Instruction field for DMEM operations.

DA Collection of 16 cells which act as address registers for

D-memory.

DCMV Decimation of V register. (Bit reversal)

DEV Device register.

DMEM Main random access memo.ry.

DX A register into which data from DMEM is placed after a
READ operation. (All single word READs or the high-order
16 bits of a double word READ).

DY Register into which data from low-order 16 bits of a dou-

ble word READ is placed.

EA Macro instruction execution address (in D-memory)

EXEC Execute (a MACRO).

F F-adder.

FA A-input to the F-adder.

FCI F-adder carry-in.

FG Linked F and G adders. Instruction field used t,-, link F
and G adders.

FR Multiplication mode - Inputs and product in fractional
form.

G 6-adder.
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GA A-input to G-adder.

GB B-input to G-adder.

GCI G-adder carry in.

GCO G-adder carry out.

GH Linked G and H adders. Instruction field used to link G
and H adders.

H H-adder.

HA A-input to H-adder.

HB B-input to H-adder.

HCI H-adder carry-in.

HCO H-adder carry-out.

10 Input/Output. Instruction field for input/output opera-
t ions.

J Tally register.

LGCO Last G-addr carry-out (carry-out from the G-adder opera-
tion of the previous instruction.

M Instruction field for multiplication modes.

ML Multiplier product left. High-order 16 bits.

MR Multiplier product right. Low-order 16 bits.

MX A-input to multiplier.
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MY B-input to multiplier.

P Instruction field for program control.

P2 Multiplication mode. Positive x 2's complement.

PP Multiplication mode. Positive x Positive.

2P Multiplication mode. 2's complement x Positive.

22 Multiplication mode. 2's comp x 2's comp.

PHA ROM program source address multiplexer output.

PSA RAM program source address register.

PSB Auxiliary program source address register.

RMEM ROM table memory.

RA Register containing R address.

RC Register containing R address increment.

RL R left. High-order 16 bits of currently addressed word in
R.

RR R right. Low order 16 bits of currently addressed word in
R.

RLD Instruction field for loading of RA and/or RC.

S Status register.

SCLV The scale of the contents of the V register.
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SHIFT Multiplier used to shift (normalize, align, scale) a

number.

STAT Device condition which can be tested.

T Arithmetic register.

TEST Instruction field to select adder for conditional branch

test.

U Arithmetic register.

V Arithmetic register.

VAL Register loaded from the VALUE field of the instruction.

val Non-negative constant used in an instruction as a DMEM
address.

W Arithmetic register.

X Array memory.

XA X-memory address register.

XB X-bus.

XC Auxiliary X-memory address register.

XL X-latch. Auxiliary multiplier input register.

Y Array memory.

YA Y-memory address register.

YB Y-bus.
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YC Auxiliary V-memory address register.

YL Y-latch. Auxiliary multiplier input register.
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